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7o all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, FoREST CHEN EY, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Jamestown, in the county of Chautauqua and 
State of New York, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Sound 
Resonators and Amplifiers, of which the fol 
lowing, taken in connection with the accom 
panying drawings, is a specification. 
My invention is concerned with sound-e- 

producing machines, and more especially 
with those that are designed to reproduce 
complex sounds of a wide range, such as 
those of voices, orchestras and musical in 
struments generally. As is well known to 
those skilled in the art, while the initial 
vibrations of the diaphragm of such na 
chines potentially set up all the con1plex 
air vibrations necessary to produce the fun 
damental tones and overtones going to make 
up the character and tone color of all the 
instruments or voices (the tones of which 
are being reproduced), said air vibrations 
are nevertheless very weak, and must be 
amplified and strengthened in order that the 
sounds will be reproduced in sufficient vol 
ume. Prior to my invention, it has been 
sought to effect this amplification by what 
are practically flaring horns or bells, thesides 
of which diverge continuously and in stich a 
manner as to pr: duce contiicting and inter. 
fering vibrations therein, which serve to de 
stroy soline of the tones and overtones where it 
is amplifying the vibrations of a plurality of 
instrilinents or voices simultaneously, as in 
concerted selections. Such horns or bells, 
when they are employed in a musical instri 
nent, such as a cornet or trombone, are ad 
mirably adapted to give that single instru 
ment its characteristic tone or color, but they 
fail amentably as an amplifier in reproduc 
ing simultaneously the characteristic vibra. 
tions of a plurality of different instruments 
or voices, because they do not have proper 
vibrating surfaces on their inner walls. 
My invention is concerned primarily with 

a novel amplifier made up of a plurality of 
properly shaped orchestral sections located 
in the proper relative arrangement so that 
the fundamental vibrations of a the or 
chestral instruments whose tones are repro 
duced may be amplified thereby and deliv 
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tered there from in the proper relative ar 
angements to reproduce haraoniously and 
f:lly all the tones of all the instratin: s or 
voices enaiovesi in inaking the rec{rd, 
My inveiation is further coice::::si with a 

ovel 'vici: "esri; it' ti) whi a sili 
fied air vibratio is or sound waves from the 
*: 'Chest "a secti{ns' are is livi rest, a 
which by its own viliatic is fit only further 
airplifies sail sciiti waves, bit also reflects 
and refracts stile of the St. as it (in pha 
size 2nd a tigii e iii, the necessary wait ones to 
bring it the richness and peculiar tini: olor 
* f the vari is ist linents arti Yoices frigi 
It is cliposed if naig the rescort. These 
a lifie? atti resora it air vil is escape 
fr; the resonator at ai'? elivered to the 
hea "e's. and ii) this 'onditi i reproduce for 
tler the tones of the original inst 'nents 
and voices with a liai's clot is 
is, vastly stipeii, to that of at 
dicing machite constit: 'i i i r s : 
vention. 
To illustrate my inverti?t, ar, sex hei'et () 

tree sheets of it': Yijigs, jii is lici, the sale. 
reference 'hai'acter's are used to iesignate 
identical parts in all the figures, of is lich,--- 

Figure 1 is a side clevation of an anpin 
fier having a jiu j'ai it. ted 
p: 'time its or "orchest: - 
is it central longitu (litial s 
s: it is, Fig. 3 is in in: y : 
tral ses: 
thers (): ; 
i le first orc 
with the 

s 

& G 

" () 

8. 

is 
- 

is wry 
shaped or': - - - - - 

(, 6 is a plai view of the top or ixiticini 
of the sane, sli () wig the airved trilines 
thereof: Fig. 7 is a central rigit: di: ; sec. 
tioji of the sane, showing he coi:ave is $5, 
and botto: tieri (f: Fig 
the large e ii of a res: };} { {{ in a 
st) as to ya is ti ze if the iaig 

of the root or strace to he 
filled, the rest in: being shown in its ex 
panded position: Fig. :) is a similar view, 
with the lesianator it its contracted posi 
tion, as for a snal rota; iig, 16 is a side 
elevation of the adjistake resonator with 
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the “orchestral-sections' amplifier attached 
thereto and mounted in a casing; and Fig. 
11 is a top plan view of the same, showing 
the straight sides of the resonator. 
The amplifier is made up of a plurality of 

sections 11, 19, 20, 21 and 22, and the tube 10 leading from the sound box may enter di. 
rectly into the end of the smallest section, as 
seen in Figs. 1 and 2, where it may be con 
nected to section 11 by a ball-and-socket 
joint 12, which has a spring 13 adapted to 
engage a lotch 14 and thereby hold the 
sound box end of the tube 10 up at the de 
sired angle with the needle out of engage 
ment with the disk record, a pin 15 being 
provided at the lower side and entering a 
recess to hold the ball portion ordinarily in 
position in the sticket 16 with the opening 17 
leading directly from the socket 16 to the 
throat I while termitting the above de 
scribed raising of the tube as well as its 
horizontal novelitent necessary in the pas 
sage of the needle f (n1 the inner to the outer 
portion of the disk record. 
A modification of the direct connection is 

shown in Fig. 4, in which the tube 10 is con 
jected in the stame manner, to an elbow 1S. 
which permits the admission of the sound 
waves at one side of the first orchestral Sec 
tion, instead of at the end, the orchestral 
section 11 in this case, of course, having the 
opening in the side, instead of in the end, as 
in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Each orchestral section consists of a tubu 
lar sect; n having flat parallel sides which 
act as vibriting surfaces for the sound 
waves of the particular register to which the 
section is adapted, and there are referably 
four of these sides of equal size, with the op 
posite sides parallied, so that the section is 
square in cross section, it being essential that 
the opposed surfaces be flat and parallel 
with each other. The material for these 
sections is preferably a resonant wood. 
While a single orchestral section might be 

used with the reson' tor to be hereinafter de 
scribed, and better results obtained than if 
the single section were not employed, yet I 
preferally employ a series of these sections, 
of different sizes, so that all the sounds or 
tones belonging to each of the different reg 
isters, such as the soprano, alto, tenor and 
bass, will find a chamber or section within 
the range of that register and will be prop 
erly reinforced. - The sides and length of 
these orchestral sections are carefully grad 
tiated, and they are preferably made so that 
they telescope snugly, so that they may be 
accurately adjusted, and when so adjusted, 
may be secured in position, preferably by an 
adhesive. In this manner a series of the or 
chestral sections may be adjusted so as to 
determine the correct length of the vibrat 
ing walls of each section to reinforce the 
various tones belonging to the desired regis 
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ter to which each section is devoted. Each 
of the different orchestral sections ships on 
to one another as they are assembled, begin 
ning with the smailiest section 1 }, which re 
inforces the vibrations of the highest tones, 
and wherein said vibrations have the great 
est intensity, and for this reason I prefer 
ably make its sides much thicker than those of the succeeding sections. To accomplish 
this conveiliently, the length of the second 
section 19 is nearly doubled, so that the first 
section 1 may be silipped entirely within 
Said section 13, thereby providing a strong 
librating body for the sides of the section 
11 and giving added intensity to the vibra 
tions. The sides of this smallest compart 
ment night be made of one thickness, in 
stead of two, and obtain substantially as 
good results, but the construction would not 
he so simple and convenient. The edges of 
the noi, this 23 of each section leading into 
the next section are convex or curved out 
Waldly, as shown, so as to give a free exit 
to the vibrations and to permit them to 
gractually pass from the smaller section to 
the larger sections. The mouth of the larg 
est section leads directly into the snail end 
29 of the resonating horn. - 

While, for most purposes, the five sections 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are sufficient, for re 
producing a ful orchestra, a larger nuber, 
say st-vein. In:ly be eiji yet, but the rin 
ciple of operation is the same in both cases. 
and l have sinly mentioned seven as heing 
the ti): xin in number if sections that wi ever at Tekle. 

Kefer is nev t) : “it it rest, a fir' 
shown in Figs, 3 to 1. I have siev is in 
Figs, 5, 6 and 7 the sinn test form, which is 
referably made with af four sides concave 

a to in tie get eral form of sustantially half 
of a violin its v, hit sing the swell 27 in the 

per an inder sities. It is rescinator is 
rade of some resolant vood, as spruce. for 
example, ind as will he seeii, gradially vid 
ens from the ent 2 to is are the 11 oth 28, 
thus gradia is in if its the tore. The 
concave vertii'a sirls', 2', and tie c't in cave top 
and i (ttil 27, however, by their shape, co 
('entrate and refract sinie to the librations. 
therely rod ticing (r emphasizing the over 
tones necessary to reproduce the tones of 
the variotis instruments in their original 
piarity, and transmit the reproduced aid 
augmented tones in perfect harmony. 
The small end 29 of the resoaator is ref 

erably still are in shape and of sibstentially 
the same size as the end of tie largest orches 
tral section, as seen in Figs, it a tad 11, so 
that there will not be an abrupt increase of 
the air space in cross section in passing from 
the amplifier to the resonati), ii order to 
adapt the “violin resonator to large and 
snail rooms, I may make it adjustable rin w 

size, as shown in Figs. 8 to 1. To accqim 
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plish this purpose and interfere as iittle as 
possile with its resonating effect, the yet 
cal sides 26 are made in two parts 30 which 
telescope within one another aid : re piy. 
{}t aliy attached at 31, at the small end 2:. 
The top and botton are in charget in de 
sign, but the sides 26 are inade stagit, ill 
stead of curved, to prevent their biding 
pon one another, as wouli lie apt to occur 

if the cir'ved sides 26 of the niya-expansibie 
resolator were employed. It will however, 
be iderstood that I do not intend to in it 
the expausible resonator, to one having the 
straight sides. 

in order to hold the two halves of the ex 
parasibie resonato' Securely in place, a frame 
32 is provided around the mouth thereof. 
The two parts 30 may be held from attling 
by a small strip of felt there between. and by 
a bar 36 across the moth 28. In order to 
hold the sides 30 in the actiusted position. a 
thumb screw 33 is in serged through a slot 
34 in the frame 32, the slot 34 extending 
engthwise of the vertical side of the fraine 
3:2 and permitting the raising and lowering 
if the upper portion of tie adjustable res 
onator, so that said upper politici Inay be 
raised to different angles, as show I in Figs. 
S and 9, and thereby adjusted to the capacity 
of the room, the thumb serew 33 being tight 
eiled on the frame 32 at the point at which 
it is desired to hoid the upper portion of 
the hurn. . 
The simplifier, jade iii) of the orchest 'ai 

sections and the resonator, tyith the frare 
32, are preferably mounted in a case 
which hills then firmly in position. 
While it is difficit it to ascertain exactly 

what is the action of a achine embodying 
ity inventioi upon the air vihrafions set to 
ly the diaphragni, as understant it, the 
feeble vibrations passing from the dia 
phragm through the tile () are delivered 
to the various (3rchestral sections i. 9, 20. 
etc. alti the findian eital site; it is as of the 
wave entif is a late the 'agister to 
whici eat: Section is devoted, a 'e ceit foiced 
is: : (; ; by file sii ratist of the p 
i? set, i. i. parallel waiis thereof, aid the 
violi's io) is going to nakt: ; p the funda 

'ital tries. his rein f : 'ed, are kieli yered 
tige their it; the 'eson; it :". With at the 
is nator, is fundamentil tones are: alpi 
fier, i it the overtoires : 'e lot :'esent as 
they should he, and the resulting tones dio 
riot have the color and intensity of the in 
struinents being reproduced. The action of 
the resonator, by reason of the concave sur 
facts there f refracting these fi; datiential 
ones, serves to add to or alignent the over 
tones necessary to produce the riginal color 
and richness of the tones of the institulaents, 
and as the fundamentai tones, this alig 
mented and reinforced by the overtones are 
delivered from the resonator, the effect, both 

sail : 

3. 

s 

ii vo' alie, eiai'ity and color, is substantially 
she is igital orchestra or voices eing 

i is a si:{w is and desiribed Fay in 
as enigiiti in the frica which at 

prest' it consider best adapted to cally Gut 
its pi, roses, it i able of some modifica S - 

ii is, and I to ot, desire to be inited in the 
interpretatic; of the is wing clairas except 
as may ire lege-stated by the state if the 
r: or art. 
Vi: i ; it is 

ly fetters late at of 
1. An amplify 

sisting s 
V 
f sectii is each oil 
flat vibrating walls 

. . . . . . . . six: S, is 
a 

of a liFality 
posed of a plurality of 
parallel to tie crino, kit is of 
each section being space: farther apart than 
those of he pieceding section. 

2. An amplifying device for sounds coil 
sisting of a plurality of sectiotis each com 
posed of a iurality of that rectangular vil 
brating yails, each parallel to its opposed 
wall and to the Cimmon axis, the walls of 
each section a fig space: fir the apart thai 
those of the 'i' Y : ei:33:. 

3. A is a railifs is: it ; so: inds con 
sisting of ill; ratify if sections each on 
posed of a paraiy. of ; i.iv. vibrating wallis 
parallel to the common axis, the walls of 
each section being spaced farther apart than 
those of the preceding setti (, aid having 
their fr; waii esres ... as shown. 

of statiojas each coin 
it "actingular vi. 
it to its opposed 

wail and to the cera in is xis, the vals of 
each section being spaceti farther apart than 
those of the receiling section. 3 ind it a villg 
their forward eiges (ii) ded off, as showi. 

5. A : :mplifying tie ice for sounds cofi 
sisting of a plurality i sections, each coin 
posed of for it; a j-sified flat virating 
was, the adjacent wa is being at right an 
gies is each fiei', and the waiis of all sec 
tions: irii; g :a::silei tu : colair, or axis, the 
wails 

- - g 
sist fig of a 
losed of a p! 

of sectiot reting spaced faither 
r:f the 'eceiling section, 

ises rended off, is :: i: 
as shiv; 3' so inds con 

, each con 
posed if is traity of iai. Sitrating walls 
parallel to the coina: o axis, the forward 
end of (sch section being teluscoped within 
the succeeding section, as shiva, and having 
its inier edge rurded off, as shown. 

7. A resoli:ic for a costical apparatus, 
polygonal in its general crass-section, hav 
ing solid side was all formed with concave 
inner faces, leading from a can paratively 
smali entrance (rifice by constantly increas 
ing diameters is all transverse sections to a 
large exit orifice which has a greater area 

*}} is con 
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than any other parallel cross-section, the di 
mensions of said orifice being much less than 
the length of the resonator. 

8. A resonator for acoustical apparatus, 
rectangular in its general cross-section, hav 
ing solid side walls formed with four con 
cave inner faces, leading from a compara 
tively small entrance orifice, square in cross 
section, by constantly increasing diameters 
in all transverse sections to a large generally 
rectangular exit orifice which has a greater 
area than any other parallel cross-section. 

9. A resonator for acoustical apparats. 
rectangular in its general cross-section, hav 
ing solid side walls, two of which are opposed 
and curve only in the direction of their 
length, while the other two opposed side 
walls have a swell like that of the top and 
bottom of a violin, said side walls leading 
from a comparatively small square entrance 
orifice by constantly increasing diameters 
in all transverse sections to a large generally 
rectangn lar exit orifice which has a greater 
area than any other parallel cross-section 
and which has outwardly convex curves on 
its longer sides formed by the above-men 
tioned swells it the side wais. 

10. In an acoustical apparatus, the combi 
nation with an orchestral section composed 
of an even number of flat vibrating walls 
parallel to a common axis, and the opposed 
walls parallel to each other, of a generaliv 
flaring resonator polygonal in its general 
cross section and having the main sides 

i.,170,800 

thereof formed with concave inner walls, the 
discharge end of the section ?pening into the 
snail end of the resonator. 

11. In an acoustical aparatus, the conubi 
nation with an amplifier consisting of a plu 
rality of sections, each composed of a plit 
rality of flat vibrating \val is parallel to the 
connon axis, the walls of each section being 
spaced farther a part than those of the pre 
ceding section, of a generally flaring resona 
tor, polygonal in its gener; ci'oss section, 
and having the main sides formed with con 
ave inner walls, the iischarge end of the 

is rgest section opening into the small end of 
the resonator. 

12, in ali : )istic' ; ; ; "it is, the climbi 
Jiation with at a tallie' consisting of a lu 
rality of sections, each composed of a pill 
rality of flat rectangular vibrating walls, 
each wall parallel to its opposed wall and to 
the common axis, the yalls of each section 
being spaced farther apart than those of the 
preceding section, of a generally flaring 
resonator rectangular in its general cross 
section and having the main sides there of 
formed with coileave inner was. the outer 
end of the largest section opening into the 
small end of the resonator. 
In testimony where if I have a fixed my 

signature in the presence of two witnesses. 
FOREST CHENEY. Witnesses: 

O. A. CARLso N, 
L. T. BALIw N. 
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